ordered, then so is the wreath product.
A transitive group G of order-preserving permutations of a chain S determines a set of '' o-primitive components " which are themselves ordered permutation groups, and G can be embedded in the ordered wreath product of these components. One corollary of this is the analogue of Hahn's theorem mentioned before. We also characterize ordered wreath products by certain completeness properties.
2-The ordered wreath product of two ordered permutation groups* The set A(S) of all order-preserving permutations (o-permutations) of a chain S becomes a lattice-ordered group when we define / ^ g if and only if sf ίg sg for all se S. The lattice operations are s(g V h) = sg V sh, and dually. If G is a subgroup of A(S) with the inherited partial order, we shall say that (G, S) is an ordered permutation group (o-permutation group) .
We want to motivate an investigation of generalized ordered wreath products by a brief discussion of the ordered wreath product of two ordered permutation groups. Most of these definitions and results can be found in [9] and [12] . We shall omit proofs because we shall prove much more general theorems later.
Let (H, T) and (iΓ, V) be o-permutation groups. The (unrestricted) wreath product (H, T)Wr{K, V) = (W, R) is defined (see, e.g., M. Hall [5] ) to be the group of all permutations of R = T x V of the form (t,v) 2 and t x ίg ί 2 , then T x V becomes a chain T x V and each element of the wreath product becomes an o-permutation of that chain. Thus W is a subgroup of A(R). Moreover, if H and K are both latticeordered (closed under the lattice operation defined above), so is W. Now we describe a certain universal property possessed by the ordered wreath product. If F is any set of permutations of a chain S, then a convex F-congruence on S is an equivalence relation Q on S such that each Q-class is convex (x fg y ^ z and xQz implies xQy) and such that if xQz and f e F, then (xf)Q(zf). Now let ((?, S) be a transitive o-permutation group. If g e G and SGS, then g\sQ is an order isomorphism (o-isomorphism) of the chain sQ upon the chain (sg)Q, so all Q-classes are o-isomorphic. Let T = sQ be any fixed Qclass and let G τ = {h e G \ Th = T}. There is a natural o-homomorphism of G τ into -A(Γ), whereby each geG τ corresponds to its restriction to T. The image of G τ under this homomorphism is denoted by G \ T.
Thus if H -G\T, (if, T) is an o-permutation group.
The set V = S/Q of all Q-classes bears a natural total order in which xQ < yQ if and only if x < y and xQ Φ yQ. Moreover, each g eG induces a natural o-permutation g e A(V), given by (xQ)g = (xg)Q.
Since G is transitive on S, so is H transitive on T and K transitive on V; and all of the permutation groups {H, T) for various Q-classes T are o-isomorphic. We shall call (H, T) and (K, V) the local and global Q-components, respectively, of (G, S).
There is a natural o-isomorphism between the chains S and T x V which can be realized as follows. Fix some point OeS, let T = OQ, and for each Q-class xQ, choose g xQ e G such that Og xQ e xQ (by transitivity of G). Then map S onto T x V by s -• (£, v), where v = sQ and t -sg~Q. Identifying S with Tx Fin this way, each g eG is an element of the ordered wreath product (W, R). Thus (G, S) is embedded in the ordered wreath product of its local and global components. Under the identification of S and R = T x V, the convex G-congruence Q is described by (t lf v^Q(t 2 , v 2 ) if and only if v t = v 2 . Thus Q is also a convex ΫF-congruence. Moreover, the local and global components of (W, R) are just (H, T) and (K, V), respectively. Roughly speaking, the wreath product of the Q-components of G is gotten by adding to G as many o-permutations of S as possible without changing the Q-components.
In the following sections, we shall develop a theory which is more general than the one discussed here in that instead of a single G-congruence Q on S, we shall have a more or less arbitrary collection of convex G-congruences on S, producing components which are neither local nor global, but somewhere in between.
3* Construction of the general ordered wreath product* What we define here is a special case of the general wreath product defined for (nonordered) permutation groups in [8] . Let Γ be a chain, and for each 7 e Γ, let S r be a chain and (G r , S r ) a transitive o-permutation group. Let R = ΐ[ re rS r be the cartesian product, and choose any point 0 eR. Thinking of the elements of R as functions on Γ, we define the support of veR to be {i eΓ\ r(τ) Φ 0(τ)}. Now let R = {r 6 R I r has inversely well ordered support}, so that for r, seR, {7 e Γ I r(τ) Φ s(y)} is inversely well ordered. For r, seR, r Φ S, we define r < s if and only if r(a) < s(a) in S a , where a is the largest element of the set {ΎeΓ\ r(τ) Φ s(τ)}. This makes JB a chain.
For each TGΓ, we define an equivalence relation K r on R by setting τK τ s if and only if r(a) = s(a) for all a ^ T. Let iΓ r = Πi3>r -8( and iί r = i? x R if there is no β > 7 Proof. First, suppose that g e A(R). Let a, be S r with a < b and let x'K?xK r x" with x'(y) = α and x"(y) = 6. It follows that α<
Conversely, suppose that g is a permutation in W such that for each 7eΓ, x eR, g r>x e A(S r ). If x, y eR with x < 7/, let 7 be the largest element of Γ such that x{y) Φ y(j). Then x(y) < 2/(7); and xK
If {(G r , S r )} is a collection of o-permutation groups indexed by a chain Γ, we define the ordered wreath product *Πrer(G ? >S r ) to be (W, R), where R is as specified above and W is the set of all permutations geW such that g TtX e G r for all 7eΓ, xeR.
The ordered wreath product we have defined here is the same as the general wreath product defined in [8] . In [8] it is shown that the general wreath product is a subgroup of P(R); that it is transitive; and that, to within o-isomorphism, it is independent of which element 0 is chosen from R\ By Theorem 1, each g e W preserves order. Thus we have THEOREM 
The ordered wreath product (W, R) = *Πre/'(G>> S r ) WREATH PRODUCTS OF ORDERED PERMUTATION GROUPS 707 of transitive ordered permutation groups (G r , S r ), Γ a chain, is a transitive ordered permutation group.
In case Γ is a two element chain, say 0 < 1, then R = R = S o x S 19 and the ordered wreath product we have constructed is the same as the one developed by Lloyd and Reilly that was described in §2.
4* The o-primitive components of an ordered permutation group* Let 7 = (Q r , Q r ) be a pair of convex G-congruences of a transitive o-permutation group (G, S), with Q r properly contained in Q γ . Let 0 be any point in S. Let S r be the chain (OQ r )/Q r and let
is called the 7-component of (G, £). It is an easy consequence of transitivity that, to within o-isomorphism, (G r , S r ) is independent of the choice of 0 e S.
The following argument from [11] generalizes a theorem from [7] . THEOREM 
// (G, S) is a transitive ordered permutation group, the set of all convex G-congruences is a chain under inclusion.
Proof. Since G is transitive, it suffices to pick any 0 e S and to show that for any convex G-congruences C and D, either OC C OD or OD S OC. Suppose that nei-QC ther of these two convex sets is ĉ ontained in the other. By transitivity, we may pick g e G such that Og = de OD\OC. Since Og 0D lies in the G-congruence class OD, (OD)g = OD.
But OC Π OD is either a left ray of OD(Le., s eOC Π OD, t eOD, and t^s implies t e OC Π OD) or a right ray of OD.
Since g preserves order, (OC)g meets OC and thus (OC)g = OG, contradicting the assumption that
We denote the chain of convex G-congruences by Δ -Δ{G, S). An ordered pair (s, t) of elements of a chain T is a covering pair if s < £ and if there is no u e T such that s < u < ί; and we order the set of covering pairs by (s, t) < (u, v) if £ ^ %. We denote by Γ* = -Γ(G, S) the chain of covering pairs of Δ. We shall find in §8 that every chain occurs as Γ(G, S) for some o-permutation group (G, S). If we denote the 7 th covering pair by 7 = (C r , C γ ), then C r = C v if and only if (7, rj) is a covering pair of elements of Γ. Also, considering a G-congruence as a subset of S x S, we see that J is closed under arbitrary intersection and union. Thus Δ is obtained from Γ hy replacing by a pair of points any point 7 GΓ which is not the first half of a covering pair of elements of Γ, and then forming the completion by Dedekind cuts (with end points). The chains which occur as Δ(G, S) for some (G, S) are those obtained in this way from an arbitrary chain Γ.
A transitive o-permutation group (G, S) is said to be o-primitive if the only convex G-congruences are the two trivial ones. O-primitivity is a quite strong condition, and a great deal of information about o-primitive permutation groups is contained in [10] and [11] . Our aim in the rest of this paper is to show how an arbitrary transitive o-permutation group can be built up from o-primitive ones.
If C and K are convex G-congruences with C c K, it is easy to check that K covers C if and only if the (C, iΓ)-component (G r , S r ) of (G, S) is o-primitive. Thus the o-primitive components (G r , S r ) of (G, S) are precisely those components arising from covering pairs 7 = (C r , C 7 ) of convex G-congruences. 5* Completeness of the ordered wreath product* The ordered wreath product (W, R) has two completeness properties which we may describe as "completeness of the set R" and "completeness of the group W". Although the intersection of a collection of convex congruences is always a convex congruence, it may happen in an o-permutation group (G, S) that there is a tower of convex G-congruence classes (from different congruences) whose intersection is empty. An example is given in §8. The tower will be said to be complete if its intersection is not empty. If all towers are complete, then S (actually S together with the set of all G-congruences) is termed complete. By Theorem 4, it suffices to consider towers {x λ C λ : Xe Λ} in which every congruence is the first half of a covering pair and in which Λ is a right ray of Γ. Henceforth we shall consider only towers of this sort. We note that if Γ is well ordered, S is automatically complete.
THEOREM 7. Let (W, R) = *Πrer(G r , S r ) be the ordered wreath product of o-primitive permutation groups (G r , S 7 ). Then R is complete.
Proof. Let {x λ K λ :XeΛ} be a tower of the prescribed kind. (We may use jfiΓ/s because by Theorem 5, the (K r , K r )'s constitute all covering pairs in A(W 9 R)). Define y by setting y(y) = x r (j) if jeΛ; and y(j) = 0(τ) otherwise. If Xe A, then y(η) = x λ (η) for all η 2> λ because y(η) = x η (η) and x λ e x η K η . It follows that y has inversely well ordered support, for if Σ is contained in the support of y and σ e Σ, then x σ (τ) = y{τ) for all τeΣ such that τ 2> σ, so Σ has a greatest element. Since y(τj) = x λ (η) for η ^ λ, y e x λ K λ for all Xe A.
Regarding the completeness of the group, it can easily happen that an o-permutation group (G, S) is a proper subgroup of an opermutation group (£Γ, S) on the same set S, that each convex G-congruence is also an if-congruence, and yet that the o-primitive components of H are no larger than those of G. (It is clear that the 7-component (G r , S r ) is a subgroup of the 7-component (iί r , S r )). If an o-permutation group (G, S) is not properly contained in this manner in any (H, S), we shall say that the group G is complete. In view of Theorem 5, the definition of ordered wreath product yields.
THEOREM 8. Let (W, R) = *Π?-e/'(G r , S r ) be the ordered wreath product of o-primitive permutation groups (G π S r ). Then W is complete.
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Let (G, S) and (H, T) be transitive o-permutation groups on different sets. We wish to make precise the idea of (G, S) being contained in (H, T) and having the same o-primitive components as (H, T).
Accordingly, we shall say that {H, T) is a c-extension of (G, S) if the following hold ( i ) S is a subchain of T.
(ii) G is the faithful restriction to S of some subgroup G of H such that Sg = S for each g eG.
( [8] .
iii) Restriction to S is an isomorphism (and thus an o-isomorphism) from Γ(H, T) onto Γ(G, S). We note that (iii) holds if and only if restriction to S is an isomorphism from Δ(H, T) onto A(G, S), which holds if and only if every convex G-congruence on
The concept of immediate extension in [8] specializes for ordered wreath products to the present concept of c-extension. It is easy to check that a c-extension of a c-extension of (G, S) is itself a cextension of (G, S). We shall call (G, S) c-closed if it has no proper c-extensions. THEOREM 
Let (G, S) be a transitive ordered permutation group such that S and G are both complete. Then (G, S) is c-closed.
Proof. Suppose that (H, T) is a c-extension of (G, S).
Suppose there exists t e T\S.
Let M be the intersection of all iί-congruence classes tB, B e Λ{H, T), such that tB meets S. Then M Π S = Π (tB Π S) is not empty because >S is complete. Let Z) be the convex iϊ-congruence of which M is a congruence class. Pick s e M Π S. Let C be the union of all convex iΐ-congruences E such that sE Φ tE. Then C is a convex iϊ-congruence, and D covers C. By (iv), every C-class contained in the ZJ-class M must meet S. In particular, tC must meet S, contradicting the fact that CaD.
Therefore S = T. Since G is complete, G = H.
In the next section, we shall prove the converse of Theorem 9. COROLLARY 
Let (W, R) = *Π-/er (G r , S r ) be the ordered wreath product of o-primitive permutation groups (G r , S r ). Then (W, R) is c-closed.
WREATH PRODUCTS OF ORDERED PERMUTATION GROUPS 711 6* The embedding theorem* It follows from results in [8] that if (G, S) is a transitive o-permutation group with o-primitive components (G r , S r ), 7 e Γ, then (G, S) can be embedded as a permutation group in the general wreath product of the groups (G r , S r ) . Here we show that the embedding is into the ordered wreath product and preserves order. To do so requires that we carefully describe the embedding.
Pick any x 0 e S. Our first task is to embed the chain S in R, the set of those elements of T[ re rS r with inversely well ordered support. The embedding will send x Q onto 0. We show here that φ preserves order (and in the process prove again that φ is one-to-one). If x < y are elements of S, let B be the intersection of all convex G-congruences E such that xEy, and let A be the union of all convex G-congruences F such that xF Φ yF. Then (A y B) is a covering pair (C r , C r ) of convex G-congruences. Since xC r y, g x = g y . Thus (xφ)(Ύ) = xg^C r < yg~ιC r = (yφ){i). However, for all β > 7, C r S C β , so that xC β y, and hence (xφ)(β) = (yφ)(β). Therefore xφ < yφ. Thus the chain S is o-embedded in the chain R.
LEMMA 11 [8]. // H is any group, there exists a set {T(A)\A a subgroup of H) such that T(A) is a set consisting of exactly one element from each right coset Ah of A in H, T(A) Π A is the identity, and if AS B, then T(A) a T(B).
Now pick any
Next we define an embedding (also denoted by φ) of G in W. Let g eG,jeΓ, and xeR.
g induces an o-permutation of S r , which is formally denoted by (gφ) YtX To show that φ: G -* W is an o-embedding, it remains to show that if gφ is positive on Sφ, it is also positive on R. Thus suppose that gφ is positive on Sφ and let r e R. Let 7 be the largest element of Γ such that r(i) Φ (r(gφ))(i). We may assume that rK r meets Sφ (otherwise (r(gφ))(y) = r(7)(gφ) r , r = r(γ)l r = r(γ)) and thus that there exists sφ e rK r . Since gφ is positive on Sφ and since ((sφ)K r )(gφ) = (scp)iΓ r , we have r(τ) = (s<p)(τ) < ((s<p)(#<p))(γ) = (r(gφ))(y). Therefore gφ is positive on R, and thus φ: G -• T7 is an o-embedding. It follows easily (and is essentially included in [8] ) that (W, R) is a c-extension of (Gφ, Sφ). We recapitulate the foregoing discussion in the following theorem. 
Then any other c-closed c-extension (if, T) of (G, S) is o-isomorphic to (W, R).
Proof. Since (H, T) is a c-extension of (G, S) , the ordered wreath product of its o-primitive components is also (TF, R).
We now identify (G, S) with (Gφ, Sφ) and describe the way in which S has been filled out to obtain R. Let {x λ C λ \Xe A} be an incomplete tower of convex (^-congruence classes in S. By Theorem 7, M = Π {xχK λ \XeA}Q R\S is not empty. Thus M is a convex congruence class of the ΫF-congruence Π {K λ \XeA}; and consists of more than one point if and only if A Φ Γ. M has been inserted in the Dedekind cut of S which corresponds to the left ray {s e S | there exists λ = λ s with s < y for all y e x λ C λ }. Conversely, every r e R\S arises in this way from the incomplete tower [x λ C λ \Xe A} defined by x λ 6 rK λ Π S if rK λ meets S; and x λ undefined otherwise. Clearly x λ C λ depends only on λ; and (Ί {x λ C λ \ X e A} is empty, for if s e Π {%λCχ}, then rK r meets S for some 7 ί A.
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